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ABSTRACT
In a multi constellation context, demanding phases of
flight such as APV operations can be targeted using
Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) to
check GNSS integrity. This is why it is necessary to
characterize all failure modes inducing range errors of the
order of a few meters. One of these failure modes is radio
frequency interference which causes very penalizing
errors since they can affect several measurements at the
same time.
This work focuses on advanced and classical GPS/Galileo
RAIM performance degradation evaluation in presence of
multiple failures due to interference when stringent
phases of flight are targeted.

The way the User Equivalent Range Error UERE,
especially the receiver noise residual error, is computed is
first reminded in this paper. The main unintentional
interference sources to be accounted for in the ARNS are
then given and their impact is discussed. More
particularly an expression of the code tracking error
envelope in presence of CW interference is proposed. A
complete pseudo range measurements model is given
taking into account the interference effect.
The issue of integrity monitoring in presence of
interference is studied considering two different
algorithms: the Sequential Constrained Generalized
Likelihood Ratio Test based RAIM and the Snapshot
Least Squares Residuals RAIM.
The last part of this paper is dedicated to GPS/Galileo
RAIM simulations that have been conducted using this
proposed model on GPS L1/L5 and Galileo E1/E5b
pseudorange measurements under different conditions:
nominal ones, with a CW interference with a power
within the GPS L1 C/A interference mask or 20dB above
this mask. CW were added on two frequencies: the worst
Galileo spectrum line and the worst GPS spectrum line.
The two integrity monitoring algorithms formerly
described have been tested for two modes of flight APV 1
and APV2. The goal of these simulations is not to detect
interference, it is to observe RAIM capacity to detect a
bias, corresponding to a satellite failure with a probability
of occurrence of 10 4 /h, in presence of interference
It is seen that there is no impact of CW interference
within the interference mask. Both algorithms studied
manage to detect dangerous biases with the required
probability and their actual performance are not degraded.
On the contrary, CW interference with a power 20 dB
above the mask has an important effect on pseudo range
error variance and can even lead to misleading situation
using classical snapshot RAIM. However, in any case, if
advanced methods of monitoring integrity are used that is
to say measuring the ability of detecting dangerous biases,
the user will be protected from hazardous misleading
situation.
INTRODUCTION
Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) is a
simple and efficient solution to check the integrity of
GNSS in civil aviation applications such as Non Precision
Approach. In a multi constellation context, implying a
large number of satellite and new signals, and thanks to
advanced algorithms, more demanding phases of flight
such as APV operations can be targeted. Given the
stringent requirements of potential applications in the
future, it seems necessary to characterize all failure modes
inducing range errors of the order of a few meters. Indeed,
for these applications, these defaults can more than ever
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lead to a degradation of the navigation solution and thus
to an integrity risk situation.
One of these failure modes is radio frequency interference
which causes very penalizing errors since they can affect
several measurements at the same time. The main effect
of interference is to degrade the signal to noise ratio and
that can make classical integrity monitoring methods
ineffective since they are based on a noise level
assumption. This level corresponds to the RFI mask
adopted to define the RF environment for which the
receiver must have a compliant performance. But in any
case, even with large power interference above the mask
or in presence of very narrow band interference, the
integrity performance of the receiver must be compliant
with the specifications. This is why it is useful to analyse
the performance of existing algorithms in such
constraining environments and especially their ability to
detect a bias on a pseudo range corresponding to a
satellite failure with a probability of occurrence of 10 4 /h
that will lead to a positioning failure.
Sequential RAIM based on the constrained Generalized
Likelihood Ratio (GLR) test, which is based on a
formalized definition of a horizontal or vertical error that
must be considered as a positioning failure, theoretically
constitutes a very competitive technique and will be
tested. The classical snapshot LSR RAIM performance
will also be studied.
This work focuses on GPS/Galileo RAIM performance
degradation evaluation in presence of multiple failures
due to interferences when stringent phases of flight such
as APV operations are targeted.
The paper is organized as follows. First, classical User
Equivalent Range Error variance model will be recalled.
Then an analysis of the impact of different kinds of
interferences on pseudo range measurements will be
conducted in order to propose a complete model of
smoothed pseudo range. Integrity monitoring issue in
presence of interference will be formulated and finally
RAIM simulations results will be presented.
I – PSEUDO RANGE ERROR BUDGET
The goal of this section is to compute pseudo range
measurement error variance model in nominal conditions
that is to say in presence of noise or in presence of
interference that can be assimilated to noise.
These pseudo range measurement error variances are
gathered in the User Equivalent Range Error UERE
variance and will constitute a major input of RAIM
availability computation. This is why the following
contributions are to be considered: orbit determination
and synchronisation error, troposphere residual error,
ionosphere residual error, multipath residual error and

receiver noise residual error. This last contribution is
detailed in the following section.
I-1 Receiver noise residual error
Computation of error variance of a code-tracking loop
The error variance of the code-tracking loop will depend
on the choice of the discriminator. Assuming that
interference can be assimilated to white noise and for
Early Minus Late Power discriminator (for example):
B/2

BL 1  0.5BLT   G  f  sin fC S df

receivers complying with EUROCAE requirements, dual
frequency measurements will be combined into a single
composite
measurement
called
the
iono-free
measurement, corrected for ionospheric error.
Therefore, from GPS L1 – L5, and from GALILEO E1 –
E5b, two distinct iono-free measurements are built.

mk  the measurement at the instant k
(representing Pk  the code measurement or  k  the
Denoting

phase measurement):
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B L Hz  the one sided bandwidth of the

equivalent loop filter

T the data period, T  1

fD

G the power spectrum density of the signal
C / N 0 the signal to noise ratio

C S the chip spacing
B the two sided bandwith of the front end filter
Without considering the temporal repetition period of the
PN sequence, the power spectrum density expression of
the BPSK signal is:

 sin fTc 
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 1.261 ,
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and

2
.
422
 1.422
f E21  f E25b
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No significant correlation factor can be expected for the
noise and multipath error affecting the different
measurements made on the four carrier frequencies. This
is why the standard deviation of the error affecting the
iono-free measurement is modelled as:

 L1L5  2.2612  L21  1.2612  L25

 E1 E 5b  2.422 2  E21  1.422 2  E2 5b
Smoothing
Once elaborated, these two GPS and GALILEO iono-free
measurements are then smoothed to reduce the influence
of noise and multipath [9]:

 P~ 
2

 P2
2Tsmooth

where Tsmooth is the time smoothing constant in seconds

Tc the code period.

This expression is used for GPS L1, GPS L5 and
GALILEO E5b code tracking loop error variance. For
Galileo E1, the normalized power spectrum density of the
BOC(1,1) is equal to:

 1  cosfTc  

G f   Tc 
fTc



f 52
f12


m
k

m5 k 
1
f12  f 52
f 52  f12

2

The error variance of the code tracking loop, error due to
noise, can be thus computed for different kind of signals.

 P 2 is the raw code pseudorange measurement
error variance

 P~ 2

is

the

smoothed

code

pseudorange

measurement error variance
Finally, the receiver noise residual error variance  noise
is obtained. It corresponds to the receiver noise, thermal
noise, inter channel bias and processing error.
2

Iono free measurements
I-2 Multipath error
In nominal mode, the pseudorange measurements that are
available to the aircraft receiver are the GPS L1, GPS L5,
GALILEO E1, GALILEO E5a, GALILEO E5b code and
phase measurements. But for future civil aviation GNSS
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The smoothed multipath error for the airborne equipment
is described by  multipath  0.3  0.53. exp   




10 deg 

where  is the elevation angle in degree of the considered
satellite. This was validated and adopted for GPS L1 C/A.
It is also assumed here for GPS L5, Galileo E1 and E5b
although smaller error can be anticipated [6].

In the case of a dual frequency receiver with ionospheric
correction the ionospheric residual error is not consider as
significant,  iono  0 .

1.5

Cs = 0.25 Chips

45 dB-Hz
35 dB-Hz
30 dB-Hz
25 dB-Hz

1.4

Iono-Free UERE (m)

I-3 Ionospheric residual error

1.6

1.3
1.2
1.1
1
0.9
0.8

I-4 Tropospheric residual error

0.7

The model for the residual error for the tropospheric delay
estimate is:  tropo  0.12mEl  where El is the
elevation angle and the tropospheric correction mapping
function mEl  

1.001
0.002001  sin 2 El 

.

This model was adopted for GPS L1 C/A and is assumed
for GPS L5 and Galileo E1 and E5b.
I-5 User equivalent range error
The User Equivalent Range Error is the value reflecting
the error budget and it is based on the computation of the
following contributions: orbit determination and
synchronisation error, troposphere residual error,
ionosphere residual error, multipath residual error and
receiver noise residual error.

 UERE 2   URA 2   iono2   air 2   tropo2   L1 / E 5bias2
with  air   noise   multipath
2

2

2

It is supposed that  URA  0.65 m and  L1 / E 5bias  0 .
The figure 1 represents the obtained Galileo smoothed
iono free UERE for different elevation angle and for
different C/N0 on E1. It can be seen that the signal to
noise ratio has to be very low to have a significant effect
on the global UERE.
II – INTERFERENCE EFFECTS ON PSEUDO
RANGE MEASURMENT
The main interference sources to be accounted for in the
ARNS are, for unintentional interferences:
- CW interferences on all bands
- Wideband interferences on all bands
- Pulsed Interferences (DME/TACAN on L5, Radars on
E5b, UWB)
This paper only focuses on interference on L1 and thus
pulsed interferences are not considered.
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Fig 1 - Galileo smoothed iono-free UERE for C/N0=45
dB-Hz on E5b and different C/N0 on E1
II-1 Wideband interferences
Wideband interferences are commonly supposed to be
white noise with limited bandwidth. The code tracking
error variance for large and narrow band interference is
given in [5]:
2
 EMLP
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where B L Hz  is the one sided bandwidth of the
equivalent loop filter
- T is the data period, T  1

fD

- G is the power spectrum density of the signal
- C / N 0 is the signal to noise ratio
- C S is the chip spacing
- B is the two sided bandwith of the front end filter
- G w is the power spectrum density of the
interference

II-2

CW interferences

-

A Carrier Wave interference is a sinusoidal waveform that
can be continuous or pulsed. If this narrowband
interference has a high power it can be disastrous for the
receiver, especially if it is centred in the GNSS frequency
band.
The general model of a CW interference is given by:

J  AJ cos2  f I  f J t   J 

the useful GNSS signal
- Cc k0  is the relative amplitude of the PRN code ray
which is the closest to the interference
- f , the difference between the CW frequency and the
closest signal peak
-  is the slope of the spreading waveform
autocorrelation function in C s

2

.

The code tracking error oscillates within this envelope.

where

AJ is the amplitude of the CW,
f J is the frequency offset of the jammer with
respect to
frequency,

the

considered

GNSS signal’s carrier

f I  f J is the central frequency
The power spectrum density of the noise and the
interference will be:

Gw  f  

Assuming that the code tracking error is uniformly
distributed on  M , M  , its variance will be
2

 J is the phase of the jammer.

2

N 0 Aj

  f   f I  f J 
2
4

As it has been seen several models were already proposed
to analyse the effect of interference on GNSS signal
processing. Most of them model the effect of interference
at correlator output as the effect of equivalent additional
white noise at the receiver input.
However, as pointed out by many authors, the tracking
error induced by the presence of interference can not be
always be modelled as the tracking error induced by an
equivalent increased white noise. A distinction must be
made depending on the bandwidth of the incoming
interference. In fact these models are valid as long as the
bandwidth of the interference is quite large compared to
the inverse duration of the integration. Thus it is desired
to complete these models for narrowband interference and
in particular for the case where the receiver is affected by
CW interference.
By analyzing the correlator output components, an
expression of the code tracking error envelope in presence
of CW interference is proposed [3]:

M

AJ
is the relative amplitude of the CW compared to
A

AJ
sin fTD 
Cc k 0 
sin k 0 f R C s 
A
fTD

where
- M is the absolute value of the maximum code
tracking error induced by the CW in chip
- C s is the Early-Late chip spacing in seconds
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 2  M 3 .Assuming that the code tracking error can
be written   M sin   with  uniformly distributed on

0,2 ,

its variance will be  2  M

2

2

. This last

assumption is more realistic and is chosen.
To predict this error variance, the Doppler shift has to be
computed for each satellite-user couple in order to
precisely know the difference between the CW frequency
and the closest signal peak of the considered PRN.
By this way the receiver error component due to CW
interference is obtained and is to be added to the one due
to noise obtained by usual formula.
III

MODEL PROPOSITION

In this part we intend to give a complete model of pseudo
range measurements, including interference effects.
When some interfering signal is superimposed to the
received useful signal, this can have the following three
impacts on the pseudo range measurements:
- the measurements
additional noise

are

affected

by

some

- one or several measurements are affected by a
bias (divergence of measurement)
- some or all of the measurements are no longer
available (loss of tracking)
An RFI mask was adopted to define the RF environment
for which the receiver must have compliant performance,
but in any case, even with large power interference above
the mask, the integrity performance of the receiver must
be compliant with the specifications. This is why it is
needed to take into account every interference effect in
this model that will feed RAIM algorithms.

This model has also to consider the potential case where
several pseudo range measurement are simultaneously
affected by errors from different sources that can be a
clock satellite failure or an interference effect.
The proposed
measurement is:

model

of

smoothed

pseudorange

Y k   h X k   Ek   B(k )  D(k )
where
E k  error measurement that gathers the
ionosphere, the troposphere, the ephemeris, the clock
errors (with a correlation time of one hour) and the
multipath (with a correlation time corresponding to the
receiver smoothing time):

Ek   ionok   tropok   URAk   multipath k 

B(k ) smoothed measurement error due to the
noise that includes interference effects. Its correlation
time corresponds to the receiver smoothing time. In the
absence of interference, the standard deviation of the
corresponding unsmoothed error will be taken as in
section I. In presence of wideband or narrowband
interference, the standard deviation of the corresponding
unsmoothed error will be taken as in section II-1. In
presence of CW interference, the corresponding
unsmoothed error will be taken as a random variable with
envelope as expressed in II-2.
D(k ) additional error measurement due to the
tracking of mixed useful signal and interference: D(k ) is
supposed to be a combined step ramp error, in order to
model an error with a slow erratic behaviour.
Loss of tracking
A criterion allowing predicting the loss of lock of a GNSS
signal disturbed by a CW interference is needed. Several
tests have been conducted and it has seemed relevant to
set the loss of lock threshold on the envelope value. When
the envelope value reaches M  40 m the corresponding
satellite signal is considered as not tracked anymore.
IV – INTEGRITY MONITORING IN PRESENCE
OF INTERFERENCE
The effect of interference on integrity monitoring function
will depend on the RAIM algorithm that is used.
According to [2], the detection function of a RAIM FDE
algorithm is defined to be available when the constellation
of satellites provides a geometry for which the missed
alert and false alert requirement can be met on all
satellites being used for the applicable alert limit and time
to alert. Corresponding civil aviation requirements for
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different modes of flight are represented by those typical
values:
Mode of
flight
Terminal

HAL
VAL
1 NM

NPA

0.3 NM

APV I

40m/50m

APV II

40m/20m

/

Integrity risk

Time
alert
15 s

to

10 7 / h
10 s
10 7 / h
7
2  10 / 150 s 10 s
2  107 / 150 s 6 s

IV -2 Sequential constrained GLR RAIM algorithm
Sequential GLR RAIM algorithm availability is
characterized by its capacity to detect every critical bias
on each pseudorange measurement with a detection rate
compliant with the Pmd, within the time to alert. For each
pseudo range the critical bias is the smallest additional
error that will lead to a positioning failure, that is to say
Horizontal Error > HAL or Vertical Error > VAL with a
probability equal to the integrity risk. The implementation
of such a RAIM needs to compute for each satellite
channel these smallest biases which correspond to the
worst case detection/exclusion situations.
The way each critical bias is computed is recalled in
appendix.
The amplitude of this minimal bias will depend on the
assumed level of noise. In presence of interference,
affected PRN suffer from pseudo range measurement
error variance augmentation. Therefore the corresponding
critical biases are smaller than usual and thus more
difficult to detect.
In presence of interference different performances can be
computed:
- the actual performance: biases that are to be
detected take into account the actual level of noise (the
interference effect)
the assumed performance: the one that it is
given to the user, biases that are to be detected only take
into account an assumed nominal level of noise
IV- 3 Snapshot LSR RAIM algorithm
Snapshot LSR RAIM algorithm is the classical RAIM. It
works differently than the advanced RAIM that has been
described in the previous subsection. Here the availability
of detection or exclusion function is obtained by
computing Horizontal and Vertical Protection Level and
comparing them to Horizontal and Vertical Alert Limit.
These protection levels depend on the assumed level of
noise. Therefore the corresponding availability depends
on the assumed level of noise.

In presence of interference, several parameters can be
computed:
- the assumed protection levels: given to the user
are the ones that correspond to nominal conditions since
the RAIM made an assumption on the value of the
pseudorange variance errors and does not estimate them
- the actual protection levels are the ones that
takes into account the real impact of interference on
pseudorange error variance
- the probability of detection of every critical bias
on each pseudo range (biases computed taking into
account the impact of interference)

measurement especially in presence of CW interference.
To evaluate this impact, the variation of variance
pseudorange error has been observed through 24 hours
simulations. For each epoch, the minimum, the maximum
and the average UERE standard deviation have been
computed across the available PRN.
For CW simulations it is to be noticed that PRN with a
code tracking error envelope value superior to the loss
lock threshold have been removed from the computation.
5

UERE standard deviation (m)

4.5

These parameters correspond to different availability
figures:
- the assumed availability, obtained by comparing
the assumed xPL to the xAL
- the actual availability, obtained by comparing the
actual xPL to the xAL
- the availability for critical biases detection,
obtained by comparing the probability of detection of
every critical bias to 1- Pmd
V – RAIM SIMULATIONS

4
Mean
Max
Min

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

V -1 Assumptions

500

1000

1500

Time (min)

For all simulations that have been conducted through this
study an optimal 27-Galileo constellation and an optimal
24-GPS constellation have been used and the
measurements that have been supposed to be available
were GPS L1/L5 and Galileo E1/E5b.
Two integrity monitoring algorithms have been tested: the
Sequential Constrained Generalized Likelihood Ratio
Test based RAIM and the Snapshot Least Squares
Residuals RAIM, for two modes of flight APV 1 and
APV2.

Fig. 2 - Reference simulation
As it can be seen on figures 2 and 3, that a CW within the
interference mask will lead to UERE standard deviation
with nearly the same mean as the ones obtained through
reference simulations. Nevertheless UERE standard
deviation can reach 2 m instead of 1.5 m.
A more powerful interference (20 dB above the mask)
will have a more significant impact on the maximum
value of UERE standard deviation that can be reached (up
to 4.5m) and lead to a 0.5 m augmentation of the mean
(figure 4).

Simulations have been conducted for one user position in
Toulouse (France) located N 43.56°, E 1.48°, ALT 201.61
meters. A 5° mask angle has been used for GPS and a 10°
mask angle for Galileo

worst GPS spectrum line f J  227kHz . The interference
mask that it is referred to is the GPS L1 C/A interference
mask corresponding to a power of -156.5 dBW.
IV -2 UERE standard deviation variation
Several RAIM simulations have been conducted using the
complete model of pseudo range presented in the last
section.
One of the aspects of this new model is a possible
augmentation of error amplitude on pseudorange
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Mean
Max
Min

4.5
UERE Standard Deviation (m)

CW interference have been injected on two frequencies:
the worst Galileo spectrum line f J  839kHz and the

5

4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

500

1000

1500

Time (min)

Fig 3 - CW -156.5dBW on the worst Galileo spectrum line

5
Mean
Max
Min

UERE Standard Deviation (m)

4.5
4

simulation ones. This is why sequential constrained GLR
RAIM has the same availability.
Conditions

Mode
of
flight

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

500

1000

1500

Time (min)

Assumed
Detection
function
availability
0.999

Average
assumed
detection
rate
0.998

CW worst GPS line APV2
-156.5dBW
CW worst GPS line APV2 0.988
0.997
-135.5dBW
CW worst Galileo APV2 0.994
0.998
line -135.5dBW
CW worst Galileo APV2 0.999
0.998
line -156.5dBW
Table 2- Sequential constrained GLR assumed availability

Fig 4 - CW -135.5dBW on the worst Galileo spectrum line
IV -2 Sequential constrained GLR RAIM algorithm
Different results are presented for each simulation
conducted:
- the average detection rate (detection of critical
biases corresponding to each pseudo range)
- the percentage of time when the detection
function is available (for a given moment this function is
considered as available if the detection rate copes with the
Pmd).

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5

Table 1 presents the actual performance and table 2
resumes the assumed one, that is to say the performance
given to the user.
Conditions

Nominal Noise

Mode
of
flight
APV1
APV2
APV2

Detection
function
Availability
0.999
0.999
0.999

Average
detection
rate
0.998
0.998
0.998

CW worst GPS line
-156.5dBW
CW worst GPS line APV2 0.988
0.997
-135.5dBW
CW worst Galileo APV2 0.994
0.998
line -135.5dBW
CW worst Galileo APV2 0.999
0.998
line -156.5dBW
Table 1- Sequential constrained GLR actual availability
As it can be seen on figure 5, even if the bias to detect
with the required probability to consider the RAIM as
available is smaller for APV 2, the detection rate is the
same for APV 1 and 2. This is due to the great number of
visible satellite that makes detection easier.
If a CW interference within the interference mask is
injected on GPS worst line, critical biases that lead to a
positioning failure are quite the same as the reference
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0
0

0.01 *Critical Bias APV1
0.01 * Critical Bias APV2
0.1 * Number of visible satellites
Detection Rate APV2
200

400
600
Time (min)

800

1000

Fig 5 - Sequential Constrained GLR RAIM-APV 1 &2
Reference Simulations- Nominal Conditions
A CW interference 20 dB above the mask acts differently
on sequential constrained GLR RAIM since it visibly
degrades its ability to detect critical bias. Three losses of
lock can occur if CW is centred on GPS worst line
(figures 6, 7) and up to four losses of lock can occur if
CW is centred on Galileo worst line (figures 8, 9).
Nevertheless, the algorithm does not produce misleading
information: if the actual detection function is not
available, neither is the assumed detection function.
IV- 3 Snapshot LSR RAIM algorithm
Simulations made under nominal conditions have two
main aspects:
- Computing the protection levels and comparing
them to corresponding alarm limit, table 3
- Injecting critical biases on pseudo range
measurement and trying to detect them, table 4
Under nominal conditions the detection function of RAIM
LSR for APV 1 operation is always available, whatever
the availability evaluation technique.
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Fig 8 & 9 - Sequential Constrained GLR RAIM - APV2 –
CW on worst Galileo P=-135.5dBW
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This is not the same for APV 2 operation since actual
availability will depend of the way of measuring it. LSR
algorithm will be always able to detect every critical bias
but actual HPL and VPL are not necessarily lower than
HAL and VAL.
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Nominal Noise

Mode
of
flight
APV1
APV2
APV1
APV2
APV1
APV2
APV1
APV2
APV1
APV2
Mode
of
flight

Detection
function
Availability
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.943
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.956

Average
detection
rate
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.992
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.993

Detection function
availability: xPL
compared to xAL
Actual
Assumed

APV1 1.00
APV2 0.654
CW worst GPS line APV1 1.00
1.00
-156.5dBW
APV2 0.577
0.654
CW worst GPS line APV1 0.828
1.00
-135.5dBW
APV2 0.198
0.654
CW worst Galileo APV1 1.00
1.00
line -156.5dBW
APV2 0.608
0.654
CW worst Galileo APV1 0.835
1.00
line -135.5dBW
APV2 0.101
0.654
Tables 3 & 4- Snapshot LSR performance
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Fig 10 - RAIM LSR-APV 1 & 2 - Nominal Conditions

Fig 12 - RAIM LSR-APV 1 & 2 - CW on worst GPS line
P=-135.5dBW

If a CW interference within the interference mask is
present, the actual availability is 100% for APV1
operation. This is not the case for APV2 which
availability depends on the chosen method.
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FIG 13 - RAIM LSR-APV 2 - CW on worst GPS line
P=-135.5dBW
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Fig 11 - RAIM LSR - APV 1 & 2- CW on worst GPS line
P=-156.5dBW
Using advanced method of measuring availability, APV1
remains always available with LSR RAIM in presence of
CW interference 20dB above the interference mask. This
is not the case for APV2 where of detecting critical biases
is seriously degraded. This situation can be hazardous for
the user since he only has the xPL corresponding to
nominal condition and as can be seen on fig it can lead to
misleading situation (figure 13). Such situation happens
0.22% of the time if a CW interference 20dB above the
mask is injected on worst GPS line.
CONCLUSION
A complete model of pseudo range measurement has been
proposed taking into account the effect of interference.
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Using this model, RAIM simulations has been conducted
in order to analyse the impact of interference on
performance.
It has been seen there is no impact of CW interference
within the interference mask: Sequential GLR and
Snapshot LSR RAIM performance are not degraded.
On the contrary, CW interference with a power 20 dB
above the mask has an important effect on pseudo range
error variance. For example, if it frequency corresponds to
the worst GPS line:
- Sequential constrained GLR availability for
APV2 is down from 99.9% to 98.8%
- Snapshot LSR availability for APV2 is down
from 65.4% to 19.8% using actual protection levels based
method of integrity monitoring

- Snapshot LSR actual availability for APV2 is
down from 100% to 94.3% using critical bias detection
method
In any case, if advanced methods of monitoring integrity
are used (detection of critical biases), the user will be
protected from hazardous misleading situation. But the
actual implementation of such a RAIM remains to be
done.
APPENDIX: CRITICAL BIAS
Definition of a positioning failure
A fault  is considered as a horizontal positioning failure
if its impact violates the integrity risk:

 t : k0  t  k0  m  1, 
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p f is the probability of failure of one satellite, P0
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Considering this in the space of singular values
decomposition of C H and denoting 1 and  2 the two
eigenvalues of this covariance matrix:
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Minimum biases that lead to a positioning failure
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D 2   exp   2  1  2

1 2

denoting D the domain such as x 2  y 2  HAL2 .
1


 dxdy



Let’s make a change of coordinates such as we could have
x  1 2  y   2 2 2 . We re-write x, y  this way:

r

2


 x  1  r 1 cos 


 y   2  r  2 sin 
equation x 2  y 2  HAL2 that

0
0
0

1
t

2

1

The
defines
boundaries of the integration domain becomes:
1

Let us define the matrix M  nlocal . H  H H 
in order to make the projection in the local geographic
frame such as  pos,local  M   B 
t

nlocal

If we are not in the fault free case and thus in a more
general way, the horizontal positioning error is a two
dimensions vector which follows a gaussian bidimensional law of mean impact  r and of covariance
matrix C H . Its density function is:

2

For each pseudorange measurment, this critical bias
represents the smallest additional error that will lead to a
positioning failure with a probability equal to the integrity
risk.
The error in the position domain is:

1

First we look at the computation of the probability that a
given error in the horizontal plane leads to a positioning
failure.

f 0 X H  

A fault  is considered as a vertical positioning failure if
its impact violates the integrity risk:

1  p  max P  X

In the fault free case B  0 , the covariance matrix of
the error such as  pos,local ~ N 0 41 , C  is :
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Solving this equation, two roots r1   and r2   for
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